thailands hottest airline
Bangkok Airways, also referred to as the Boutique Airline, has become a highly respected
regional Asian airline. More people than ever are traveling to this part of the world, and many
want to travel beyond the capital cities like Bangkok. Thus, Bangkok Airways has enabled
travelers to visit all of Thailand, and neighboring countries with a comprehensive offer of flights
and great deals to make it as affordable as possible.
Grand Circle Travel Foundation
Grand Circle Travel offers distinctive international vacations for older Americans. The nonprofit
Grand Circle Foundation has donated more than $97 million to educational, humanitarian, and
cultural organizations worldwide since 1992, including 100 schools, in 50 countries.
Bangkok Airways has created a Boutique Airline campaign and a central part of this campaign is
to ensure passenger comfort at all stages of their trip, including waiting times, which is why their
passenger lounges are so well-designed. No matter the class they are traveling, all passengers
can access lounges that other airlines usually provide only for their top passengers travelling in
business or first class. Bangkok Airways' lounges feature play areas for children, internet
connections and even free drinks and snacks. When traveling long distances, having access to a
comfortable lounge can make things much more enjoyable.
Not to mention this airline offers both commercial and charter flights throughout the indo china
region with one way and round trip options. Business travelers and sight seers both agree that
charter flights are the way to go when you need the flexibility of choosing your own times and
locations.
You and your group get the benefit of being on the same plane together for the duration of your
flight. Bangkok Airways has a lot of experience planning personalized flights within Thailand and
all over Asia, so it's a wise choice if you want to have your trip completely customized. You should
contact them even if your charter needs are only for yourself or a small group of people.
There are three airports owned by Bangkok Airways but they do fly from Bangkok's newest
international airport Suvarnabhumi. Bangkok is of course the Capital of Thailand making it quite
convenient as far as destinations go for people arriving in Thailand. Aside from having many
attractions of its own, it's easy to get from Bangkok to wherever else you may want to go in
Thailand. There is a Public Transportation Center to meet all of your transportation needs from
the airport.
This is a central hub that enables you to reach any destination in Thailand from the capital city. So
once your Bangkok Airways flight has arrived it's pretty easy to take a shuttle to the
Transportation Center and get wherever you might need to go.
This airline offers travelers a lot of conveniences for getting around Asian countries. Why not
make your trip as comfortable as you can with this award winning airline. You're not likely to find

an airline as committed to customer comfort when traveling to and within Thailand which has
become a popular hotspot for travel internationally.

